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Abstract 
We describe the development of a high-power test model of 

the 476 MHz RF cavity for the PEP-II B Factory. This cavity 
is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of a high-power 
design with higher-order mode (HOM) damping waveguides 
and the fabrication technologies involved, and it can also be 
used to evaluate aperture or loop couplers and various RF 
wjndows. Changes to the RF design to reduce peak surface 
beating are discussed and results of finite-element analyses of 
temperature and stress are presented. Fabrication methods for 
the prototype and subsequent production cavities are discussed. 

1. iNTRODUCTION 

The PEP-II B Factory is intended to be a high-luminosity 
asymmetric electron-positron collider, optimized for the study 
of CP violation [1]. To achieve the desired integrated 
luminosity will require .reliable operation with high_ average 
currents and many bunches, see table 1. This provides many 
challenges in the design of the machine, including the RF 
system. Single-cell copper cavities were chosen, with the 
expectation of reliable operation at high beam current, and the 
design optimized to give the highest shunt impedance for the 
accelerating mode so that the number of cavities is reasonable. 

With careful design of the vacuum chambers the RF 
cavities are the largest driving impedances for coupled-bunch 
instabilities. In this design the HOM impedances are reduced at 
the source, by damping the HOMs in the cavity with dedicated 
waveguides [2]. The residual impedance of the damped cavity . 
HOMs will still drive coupled-bunch oscillations but these can 
be damped by a practical broad-band feedback system [3]. 

2. OPERATING PARAMETERS 

When the design of the high-power cavity was started the 
nominal operating voltage of the HER cavities was 0.93 MV, 
requiring about 122 kW of power to be dissipated in the cavity 
walls. This, and the addition of the ports required for HOM 
damping, would have produced higher than usual power density 
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Table 1. New PEP-II RF system parameters 
(including the effect of the 5% gap in the beam) 

PARAMETER HER LER 
RF frequency (MHz) 476 476 
Beam current (A) 1.03 2.25 
Number of bunches 1658 ~1658 

Number of cavities 24 10 
Number of klystrons 6 5 
Shunt Impedance Rs (MQ) a 3.5 3.5 
Gap Voltage (MV) 0.77 0.59 
Wall loss/cavity (kW) 84.9 49.7 
Coupling factor without beam(~) 3.6 3.6 
Unloaded 0 of cavitvb >30000 >30000 
a Rs =V2/2P 
b with ports, at 4o·c 

on some parts of the cavity surface. We chose to design the 
cavity cooling system to handle up to 150 kW total wall loss 
to give some safety margin and operational flexibility. 

Subsequent improvements in the machine design have 
reduced the beam current and cavity voltages required to meet 
the design luminosity, see table 1. Since the publication of the 
conceptual design report [1], we have bad the opportunity to 
re-optimize the RF station [4]. In this new configuration there 
are four more cavities in the HER but four fewer stations, with 
each klystron now driving four cavities. The LER stations 
remain as before. The increased number of cavities in the HER 
means that the maximum cavity dissipation is now about 
85 kW, so our 150 kW design should be very conservative. 

The "factory" nature of the project requires reliable 
operation over the life of the machine. We chose to design for 
the possibility of up to 10,000 full temperature cycles of the 
cavity, and in this light the fatigue strengths of the materials 
are more important than their ultimate strengths. 

3. CAVITY DESIGN 

3.1. RF design 

The high-power test model under development bas ports for 
an aperture coupler and a loop coupler, a PEP-style plunger 
tuner and several pick-up loops, etc .. The location of the HOM 
damping ports was chosen to attenuate all modes and most 
strongly the worst HOMs. Measurements on a cold test model 
show that the damping scheme reduces the impedance of the 
worst HOMs by more than three orders of magnitude [5]. 



Analysis of the surface power distribution in the cavity has 
been carried out using the boundary-integral code LOGCABIN, 
[6], using surface meshes constructed in ANSYS [7], 
(figure 1). This analysis showed that the concentration of 
current towards the end of the HOM damping slots gave the 
highest power density in the cavity. In the first high-power 
design the radius on the edge between the HOM waveguide and 
the body was 0.25 inches (6.35 mm) and the peak power 
density was about 170 W/cm2, for 150 kW total cavity 
dissipation. Increasing this radius to 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) 
reduced this peak power density to less than 120 W/cm2. The 
heating proflles produced by LOGCABIN were used for input 
to a 3D ANSYS model of the cavity for thermal analysis. 

· 3.2. Thermal management 

The 2D mesh· used by LOGCABIN was the same as the 
inside surface mesh of the 3D ANSYS model so the heat flux 
could be applied directly to the 3D model. 

The cooling scheme proposed uses discrete channels routed 
within the cavity body and ports to provide maximum cooling 
to the areas with the highest heat loads. However, applying 
maximum cooling to the rest of the body would not produce 
the lowest overall stresses because the warmer regions, which 
will try to expand, would be in conflict with the larger cooler 
areas. By allowing some regions close to the hot-spots to 
warm up slightly the peak stresses can be reduced. The 
temperature distribution still closely follows the heat input, as 
expected (figure 2), with the maximum reaching 104 oc for 
150 kW total wall loss. The temperature distribution calculated 
in this way was used as input to the 3D stress analysis. 

3.3. Stress analysis 

The highest stresses in the cavity are caused by local 
thermal gradients between the hot inner surface and the nearest 
cooling channels, and by the expansion of the warm regions 
with respect to the rest of the cavity. 

The thermal management scheme reduces the differential 
expansion stresses and lowers the peak Von Mises stress by 
around 30 %, to about 10,000 psi (69 MPa), see figure 3. 
The small increase in average temperature lowers the cavity Q 
by less than 1%, which is acceptable. 

Stresses in the body due to gravity and atmospheric 
pressure are small compared to the thermal stresses and stresses 
in the port subassemblies should be minimal since they will 
become annealed during brazing, but stresses from weld 
shrinkage during assembly may be significant. If the material 
of the port inserts, where the peak thermal stresses are induced, 
is fully annealed during manufacture then during shrinkage of 
the weld the soft material will yield preferentially, although 
the strain will be limited by the stiffness of the body. In this 
case the outcome can be no more than about 10,000 psi 
(69 MPa) tensile static stress in addition to the peak cyclic 
thermal stress which is also about 10,000 psi but is 
compressive. Under these conditions the fatigue strength for 
fully annealed OFHC copper at 10,000 cycles is about 
16,000 psi (110 MPa), compared to about 19,000 psi (131 
MPa) with zero mean stress [8], so the design is still 
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Figure 1. Finite-element mesh for ANSYS thermal and 
stress models, the surface of which is used by the LOGCABIN 
code to solve for RF current distribution. 

A = 40 
B = 49 
c = 58 
D = 67 
B = 76 
F = 85 
G = 94 
a = 103'C 

Figure 2. Temperature distribution of a section of the 
cavity calculated by ANSYS for 150 kW total wall loss. Note 
the peak is towards the end of the HOM damping aperture, 
where the current is concentrated. 

A = 1200 
B = 2300 
c = 3400 
D = 4500 
E = 5600 
F = 6700 
G = 7800 
H = 8900 psi 

Figure 3. Von Mises stress distribution around the HOM 
port calculated for 150 kW wall dissipation. Peak thermal 
stress is at the end of the HOM damping aperture and is 
compressive. 

conservative even with possible built-in stresses and 150 kW 
wall loss. Operating the cavity at 85 kW provides a further 
large safety factor. 
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4. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

One goal of this high-power cavity is to demonstrate the 
viability of a possible fabrication method. The raw materials 
used are class 2 [9) OFHC copper for the body and ports, plus 
some non-magnetic stainless steel for the flanges, etc. The 
body is made by deep drawing two bowls from plates, using a 
hydraulic press, which are joined together by electron-beam 
welding around the equator. One bowl has a small hole in the 
center for a nose-cone assembly; the other has a larger hole 
which allows easy access to the inside of the cavity and which 
will eventually be filled by a "lid" containing the other nose
cone (figure 4). Once the two bowls are joined the cooling 
passages will be cut into the body using a S-axis milling 
machine. These will then be filled with wax, activated, and 
covered by electroforming. Index marks on the inside of the 
bowls will provide a way to find the channels again later. 

Once a sufficient thickness of copper has been deposited on 
the outside of the cavity the body will be cleaned up, the inlet 
and outlet points of each channel will be drilled out and the 
wax removed. The holes for the various ports will then be 
roughed out, the openings for the HOM ports will be finish
machined and the HOM port subassemblies will be electron
beam welded into place. After this, each of the equatorial 
openings in turn will have its port electron-beam welded in 
place. The port subassemblies, nosecones and lid have integral 
cooling passages and will be pre-assembled separately, by 
brazing. Once all of the port assemblies have been joined to 
the body, the inside surface and the lid opening will be finish 
machined. At this stage the lid and nosecones will be clamped 
in place and trimmed to set the frequency. The lid and nose
cones will be fixed in place with full-penetration electron-beam 
welds, which will be smoothed over inside by a cosmetic weld, 
made through the nose-cone apertures. The frequency shift due 
to final weld shrinkage will be measured and will be 
compensated for in the production versions of the cavity. 
These will be pre-assembled on rafts before installation in the 
tunnel (figure 5), and could be tested and conditioned like this. 

body 
water 

~ channels 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I tuner port 

lid 
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Figure 5. Conceptual layout of production cavity, coupler, 
tuner and HOM load assembly on raft for installation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The R&D of the high-power cavity for PEP-II is well 
advanced. Minor improvements to the RF design have been 
made to lower the surface power density and the major 
engineering challenges of cooling and fabrication have been 
addressed. Optimization of the PEP-II RF system parameters 
has reduced the demands on the cavities so the design is now 
even more conservative. Construction of a pre-production test 
cavity has started, using fabrication methods which are thought 
to be suitable for the production cavities. The finished high
power cavity is eagerly awaited. This paper summarizes the 
work of a large number of people within the various groups 
collaborating on the PEP-II project. We are grateful to 
everyone who has contributed to the R&D effort 
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